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Foreword

I
n 2008, James Buck, a young photojournalism stu-

dent attending the University of California, Berkeley,

set off purposefully for Egypt to photograph citizens coming

together in protest. A charismatic individual, it didn’t take

long for James to find lodgings and make friends. He hoped

that over meals and coffee, his new friends would give news

of upcoming protests—including locations—so he could

be there to capture historic, iconic moments of civil unrest of

Egyptian people protesting and share them with the world.

Although he established a strong network of friends,

James found once there that he was not hearing about

protests until after they had already taken place. He did,

however, learn about the speed and efficiency with which

these protests were assembled—and their powerful impact

in various regions. He was also fascinated by how these

assemblies so effectively disbanded, very often before the

police showed up to make arrests.

ix
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x Foreword

Missing out on the action was of increasing frustration to

James, especially given the limited time he had to accomplish

his goals in Egypt. It seemed that an invisible and incredibly

coordinated operation without a traditional hierarchy was

operating all around him, and this compelled James to

find answers. How were these protests so efficiently and

effectively processed with so few arrests?What was the secret?

To get to the bottom of this mystery, James asked

around, and his Egyptian friends answered him directly.

‘‘We all have mobile phones,’’ they told him. ‘‘We are

using them to access a free service that works over text

messaging called Twitter.’’ At that time, Twitter, Inc., had

been incorporated for only one year, and most of Silicon

Valley, not to mention anyone in the United States who had

heard of the service, dismissed it as a useless waste of time.

On the advice of his friends, James signed up for Twitter

so he could both receive and send Tweets—140 character

text messages—on his simple mobile phone. He used it to

chronicle his adventures in short bursts to his friends back

at Berkeley, and more importantly, he started following the

Tweets of several dedicated protesters. Within a few days,

James received the kind of Tweet he had hoped for.

The Tweet told of a protest against the rise of food prices

and dropping wages in Mahalla that had been discovered by

Egyptian authorities and shut down. Peaceful protesters had

been detained for too long. Tensions among family members

and friends began to rise. Eventually these tensions flowed

onto the streets, and they were not so peaceful. Molotov

cocktails were being thrown and tires were set ablaze.
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Foreword xi

On April 10, James gathered his gear and headed to

Mahalla, where the increasingly robust protests were gather-

ing in strength. James was worried about getting arrested in

such foreign surroundings, so he made sure he maintained

a safe distance while he took photographs. That way, he

figured he could not be associated with the protest. James’s

companion in Egypt looked him in the eyes and said that he

had a bad feeling about that particular protest. They made

a decision to leave immediately.

As they attempted to escape the area of activity, James

and his companion were taken by Egyptian authorities.

James quickly found himself detained in the back of a police

car. Mohammed’s ‘‘bad feeling’’ had turned into a very

serious situation for the young student, and panic would

have been a perfectly normal reaction. As luck would have

it, the Egyptian police had not followed procedure—they

had forgotten to take away James’s mobile phone. Before the

driver got back into the car to take him to a holding facility,

James sent one of the shortest but most historic Tweets since

the medium was created. The Tweet was only one word:

‘‘Arrested.’’

Cairo-based bloggerHossam el-Hamalawy atUCBerke-

ley was one of the first to see James’s Tweet, and he helped

spread the word of Buck’s arrest. el-Hamalawy knew this sit-

uation could be dangerous, and he feared for James’s safety.

While James was being interrogated at police headquarters,

word of his predicament spread quickly through Twitter

and beyond. Soon, more friends at Berkeley knew, then

the dean, then the Egyptian Consulate. Within a matter of
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xii Foreword

hours, James was released from custody, and he sent out

another one word Tweet: ‘‘Free.’’

When our small team in San Francisco first heard about

the ordeal James endured and the role Twitter played in

giving him an international voice, and ultimately freedom,

our eyes were opened wide to the potential of what we

had created. Long before we hired our first sales employee,

we hired Claire Dı́az-Ortiz to launch our Corporate Social

Innovation and Philanthropy department.We were less than

forty people at the time, but start-ups have a unique advan-

tage to work the idea of ‘‘doing well by doing good’’ into

the fabric of the company culture from the very beginning.

In 2011, I met with representatives from the Marine

Corps of the United States of America. They wanted to

learn how to use Twitter better during emergencies when

they are called in to help victims of natural disasters. In

those scenarios, every second counts. When there is an

earthquake anywhere in the world, people are tweeting

while the ground is still shaking. Those in a position to help

want this information as soon as possible, and the right use

of Twitter can help rescue workers and volunteers receive

and send vital information.

At Twitter, we strive to make a positive impact in the

world, but we cannot do it alone. If Twitter is to be a

triumph, then it will not just be a triumph of technology,

it will be a triumph of humanity. Claire Dı́az-Ortiz was

my first choice to lead our Corporate Social Innovation and

Philanthropy team because she passionately believes that by

democratizing activism, Twitter can help us all make the
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world a better place. She took weeknights and weekends to

write this guide for helping non-profit organizations, foun-

dations, and corporate brands running prosocial campaigns

to determine how best to use Twitter.

I’m proud of Claire for her tireless effort and enthusiasm.

And I’m proud of everyone who wants to take a step toward

changing the world. People are basically good. When you

give them a simple tool that helps them exhibit that behavior,

they will prove it to you every day. Twitter has taught me

this powerful lesson—among many other things. I hope

Claire’s work teaches you to use Twitter for the good you

work so hard to achieve. Thank you for considering Twitter

and good luck in all your endeavors!

Biz StoneJune 2011

Cofounder, Twitter, Inc.

San Francisco, California
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Preface

I
tweet from Twitter headquarters in San Francisco, help-

ing non-profit organizations, foundations, and corporate

brands running prosocial campaigns to determine how best

to use Twitter to reach their goals. No matter the size of

the cause, I help individuals reach their goals of social good

on this unique real-time information network. Twitter for

Good offers you these same tools to help you excel on

Twitter.

My early days on Twitter took place from the

Central Highlands of Kenya, where I ran Hope Runs

(HopeRuns.org), a non-profit organization I cofounded.

On a dial-up cell phone connection running painfully

slow Internet access to the ground floor of my orphanage

apartment, I sent my Tweets. Urging followers to learn

about the effects of the HIV/AIDS epidemic on orphaned

and vulnerable children, I tweeted about long afternoon

runs spent holding hands with tiny Kenyan girls in

xv
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xvi Preface

discarded party dresses. I learned firsthand that you can

tweet from anywhere.

Twitter has become easier than ever to use in the field.

Every day, I work with individuals and organizations who

are sending Tweets from the unlikeliest of places. Earth-

quake survivors sending Tweets from mobile phones in

Haiti and Japan, volunteers tweeting information follow-

ing volcanic eruptions in Indonesia, citizens tweeting in

the midst of civil unrest in the Middle East, and any-

one seeking to raise awareness for their cause around the

world.

In my role leading social innovation, philanthropy,

and causes at Twitter, Inc., I have developed a simple yet

comprehensive five-step framework that teaches entities of all

sizes to develop and employ innovative Twitter strategies. In

Twitter for Good , I lay out the exact T.W.E.E.T. framework

(Target, Write, Engage, Explore, Track) that I teach to

individuals and organizations around the world. In-depth

case studies, key best practices, and fast tips will show you

how to simply and effectively create and execute your own

Twitter strategy.

Specifically, this book will teach you:

• Why a Twitter strategy is so important

• Why you need a goal (I call this a Target) for your Twitter

account, and how to craft one

• How to best broadcast your organization’s good works to

the world

• Why you can’t get anywhere on Twitter if you aren’t

tracking your results
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Along the way, I’ll answer important questions typical

of both newbie and veteran Twitter users. Questions like

these:

• How many times a day should I tweet?

• What time of day should I send out my Tweets?

• Should I schedule Tweets ahead of time?

• How many followers is enough?

• Should I follow everyone who follows me?

• Should I edit my Tweets?

• Should my Tweets be questions or make statements?

• How do I know if I’m annoying my followers?

• How can I fundraise on Twitter?

• How often should I ask my donors for money via Twitter?

• How can I get another Twitter user to retweet my

Tweets?

• Am I sending too many @replies?

And many, many more.

This book is for any for-profit or non-profit company

that wants to make a difference and create a movement—

whether with clean water in Ethiopia or with quality finan-

cial counseling in Seattle. Twitter is a tool for enabling

individuals to reach their personal and professional goals,

and the ideas in Twitter for Good can help anyone.

Finally, even if you enter with doubt, you will leave

with confidence. Twitter is a simple, effective tool to help

you start a movement, promote a cause, and improve your

community. I will show you exactly how to use the service

to reach these aims.
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Most important, this book is for anyone who has a

cause—no matter how big or how small. Twitter can help

to drive world change, and it can do so from wherever you

are—from a Silicon Valley start-up or a Kenyan orphanage.

By democratizing activism, Twitter can help us all to

change the world. Here’s how.

Claire Dı́az-OrtizJune 2011

San Francisco, California
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Introduction

W
e live in a world where more individuals have access

to mobile phones than to clean water. It is this truth

that shapes the greatest challenge of our age: How can tech-

nology solve today’s most complex problems? How can we

feed children, lift communities out of poverty, and create

lasting, sustainable, positive global change with the high-

powered technological tools at hand? The answer lies in the

individual.

One criticism of Twitter is that its emphasis on the

power of the individual does not effectively lend itself

to wide-scale social change. Outright critics like Malcolm

Gladwell contend that any one actor on an open-sourced

information network has little ability to make a difference

in the greater world. Reluctant adopters convey agreement.

Those on Twitter disagree. We say that this is where its

strength is most clear. The root of Twitter’s success is in

its power as an open real-time information network. Twitter

allows individuals to share minute-by-minute information

about what is happening in their lives, their communities,

1
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and their world. Not only does it allow one to share from

anywhere, but it also allows one to share with anyone.

Inmy early days tweeting via a mobile phone connection

inKenya (where therewas no cleanwater in sight), Imarveled

that I was able to connect in real time with others half a

world away.

4 May 07 via im

 @ClaireD

no power, no water...only one short, short run...;)

http://twitter.com/#!/ClaireD/status/49919172

Five years later, millions of Tweets are sent this way each

day. In this way, information leaps from person to person,

fromborder toborder, andchange follows.Theglobal growth

of Twitter has also meant more opportunities for usage and

more meaningful metrics proving its power. There’s a reason

whyTwitterhasbeenusedincreasingly inglobalcrises—from

Haiti to the Middle East to Japan and back again.

Technology is changing us, and we now have the unique

opportunity to find innovative ways to use technology to

help change the world. Twitter is one tool in this process.

Just as Twitter lives on technology, however, it breathes

with the people who use it. Twitter cofounder Biz Stone has

said that the real triumph of Twitter is one of humanity,

not technology. In this book, you will hear the stories of

those who have made this technology come to life. As a

simple platform where open communication reigns, Twitter

elevates the individual voice; the strength of its platform is

in the strength of the users.

In this way, individual activism can change the world.
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1
Be a Force for Good

O
ne day at Twitter headquarters in San Francisco, I

was doing a media training, learning to better con-

vey my message and respond to common questions when

speaking publicly. While employees around me had difficult

and sensitive questions thrown their way about poten-

tial acquisitions and hiring statistics, I had it easy. ‘‘Tell

me more ways that Twitter has helped people change the

world,’’ people typically ask me eagerly. Or, with interest,

‘‘What’s your favorite story of using Twitter to help in

a crisis?’’

The trainer asked me what I wanted to work on. No

one ever asks me hard questions, I told the trainer. And so

he did.

3
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4 Twitter for Good

‘‘You say one of Twitter’s operating principles is Be a

Force for Good. But what on earth does that mean?’’

Because broad questions don’t merit vague responses, I

dove in. I told one story of an individual using Twitter to

change the world around her. One example that proved that

the Twitter platform seemed built for social change from the

beginning and that the way individuals are using it every day

only maximizes its power. But there are many such stories I

left out that day.

Think of this book as the complete response to that

initial question. In these pages, I will teach you to be a force

for good on Twitter.

Corporate Social Innovation at Twitter

In my position leading social innovation, causes, and phi-

lanthropy at Twitter, and as the first employee to drive and

shape such work at the company, I work on a daily basis

to show non-profit and for-profit organizations how to use

Twitter to make a difference. In my work, I help guide

small non-profits, large non-profits, and big brands running

cause campaigns in how to best use Twitter to reach their

goals of social impact and world change. I believe it is not

the obligation of an organization to engage in social change,

but rather the opportunity an organization has to innovate

in extraordinary ways, with this unique real-time informa-

tion network. This book grew directly out of this work.

As such, Twitter for Good is the definitive manual proving
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that individual activism via Twitter is a viable answer to

world change.

Specifically, in Corporate Social Innovation and Philan-

thropy at Twitter, we work in three main areas to:

1. Support non-profit organizations and causes on Twitter

2. Promote cause marketing advertising initiatives

3. Carry out Twitter’s internal philanthropic efforts

Our work breaks down as follows:

Support for Causes

Twitter’s operating principle, ‘‘Be a Force for Good,’’ is

the guiding principle of the service structure we provide to

non-profit organizations and causes. The broad category of

our non-profit support encompasses a variety of initiatives

aimed at onboarding new non-profits and improving their

experience on Twitter, including the following:

• Within our advertising platform, we offer pro bono

programs for non-profits already engaged on Twitter. Pro-

moted Tweets are a tool advertisers use to promote specific

campaigns via Tweets on Twitter. The Promoted Tweets

for Good program is an application-based pro bono pro-

gram serving a number of non-profit organizations each

year. We offer a second type of Promoted Tweets for Good

ad hoc to organizations involved in crisis relief during times

of natural disaster or civil unrest.
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6 Twitter for Good

• We conduct regular talks and trainings to non-profits

and causes who want to use Twitter better, based on the

five-step T.W.E.E.T. framework explored in this book.

• On Twitter’s Hope140.org, we compile an array of

case studies, best practices, and past cause campaigns to help

organizations better learn how to get started on Twitter.

• We work with organizations in the field of disaster

response, taking advantage of Twitter’s power on mobile

devices to use our strategic partnerships to support humani-

tarian aid initiatives.

• Finally, we regularly bring speakers in to Twitter

headquarters to better educate employees about innovative

uses of Twitter in the world.

Cause Marketing

Within the area of cause marketing, we support brands

promoting prosocial or social good initiatives, generally

through paid campaigns on Twitter’s platform.

Internal Giving

Within our internal philanthropic strategy we have spear-

headed a variety of initiatives. Since 2009, we have worked

with Room to Read, a non-profit organization supporting

girls’ education and library development in nine develop-

ing countries. We have mutually supported each other on a

variety of initiatives related to literacy, including the creation

© Copyrighted material, John Wiley & Sons, Inc. All rights reserved.



Be a Force for Good 7

What Is Promoted Tweets for Good?

Twitter launched our first advertising product, Promoted

Tweets, in April of 2010. Much of the public didn’t realize

it, but Twitter launched Promoted Tweets not only with six

big brands—including Starbucks and Virgin America—but

also with two non-profit organizations: Partners in Health

and Room to Read. Since that time, the Pro-Bono Promoted

Tweets for Good program has served a number of key non-

profit organizations with pro bono advertising on Twitter and

has expanded to a secondary program featuring organiza-

tions serving Tweets in times of crisis. To find out more about

Promoted Tweets for Good, visit www.Hope140.org.

What Is Hope140?

Twitter launched Hope140 to help meet the needs of the

growing number of non-profit organizations and causes on

Twitter searching for best practices and training tools. At

www.Hope140.org, you’ll find case studies, examples of cam-

paigns Twitter has engaged in to support causes, information

on our pro bono advertising products, and a blog with the

latest information and examples of causes on Twitter.

of a wine label for charity called Fledgling. We have also

worked with a number of other organizations on ad hoc

fundraising and Twitter-based awareness campaigns, includ-

ing (RED), Malaria NoMore, and the American Red Cross.
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8 Twitter for Good

Twitter for Good provides a comprehensive manual

that teaches organizations to help change the world using

Twitter. Through working with hundreds of organizations, I

have developed a simple five-step model called T.W.E.E.T.

(Target, Write, Engage, Explore, Track), which uses case

studies and examples to teach cause-based initiatives how

to excel on Twitter’s platform. Twitter for Good lays out

this exact framework and will dive deep into the specific

strategic steps needed to build and effectively promote cause-

based campaigns. Case studies from organizations like the

American Red Cross, Water.org, and Free the Children;

eye-opening information about Twitter’s own internal work

on philanthropic campaigns; and how-to frameworks and

models all are key elements of the text.

Although the focus of this book is non-profit orga-

nizations, social enterprises, foundations, and corporate

entities running cause-based campaigns, many of the strate-

gies explored apply to any entity that wants to make a

difference in the world. Twitter is a tool for enabling indi-

viduals to reach their personal and professional goals, and

the ideas in Twitter for Good can and will help

anyone.

In speaking to thousands of individuals each year, the

one question I receive most often is, ‘‘Where can I go to

get more information about how to promote my cause on

Twitter?’’

This book—and Twitter’s Hope140.org—are the

answers.
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Twitter for Good is designed as an engaging, case

study–rich manual for innovative leaders in non-profit and

for-profit sectors who want to use Twitter to achieve their

cause-based aims. It is also the first work devoted to how

causes and mission-based organizations can best use Twitter.

It is a practical business book built around a targeted model

for success, and it will provide you with the specific steps

needed to excel as an organization on Twitter.

The T.W.E.E.T. Framework

When I first began teaching organizations how to achieve

their goals on Twitter, I used a variety of tips and strategies

I had developed over time. Like most speakers, I sought

to provide quality information in practical ways, and I

always tried to create presentation outlines to reach my

audience most effectively. I had spent thousands of hours

learning about how non-profits and causes could best use

Twitter, and much of these general resources could be found

online—either at Twitter’s website, www.Hope140.org; at

www.Twitter4Good.com, the companion website for this

book and its teachings; or at my personal website about

causes and Twitter, www.ClaireDiazOrtiz.com.

However, when organizations asked me to give talks

at conferences or provide hands-on trainings, I worked to

craft ideas targeted to their specific cause. It was valuable,

high-touch work. It was also not sustainable. As Twitter

grew, the number of organizations on Twitter exploded.
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10 Twitter for Good

I needed to find a way to reach more people, so I began to

create more generalized presentations and trainings.

I was always interested in the retention level of audience

members and workshop participants, and I was often dis-

mayed to hear that typically only a few ideas really stuck. In

my years as an attendee at conferences and workshops, I had

seen the same thing. Despite the structure that presenters

clearly gave to their presentations, the outline was not always

obvious to the audience members. Without understanding

and being able to recall the skeleton of the presentation,

remembering the individual points presented was that much

more difficult.

I realized that if my audiences were going to digest my

message in one twentieth of the time it took for me to

prepare it, it had to be as simple as possible. Only when

they remembered the basics—and saw the importance of

the one core idea—would they have interest in recalling the

intricacies of what I explained or in seeking these resources

later online at Twitter’s www.Hope140.org.

Over time, I saw the need for a dedicated framework

that any organization could easily remember and consistently

employ. In its simplest form, an organization just needs to

remember the fivemain things they should be thinking about

when trying to excel on Twitter—T.W.E.E.T. (Target,

Write, Engage, Explore, Track).

The T.W.E.E.T. framework works because it is simple.

The jarringly obvious acronym serves as the absolutely easiest
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Be a Force for Good 11

way for organizations to remember the five most important

things they must do to stand out on Twitter. It has worked

for hundreds of organizations, and I am confident that it

can work for you as well.

Let’s dive in.
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